
 
 

 

PRACTICAL INFORMATION 

Conference venue 

The conference will take place at the City Hall   
Address: Korzo, 16 - 51000 Rijeka -  Croatia 

How to reach Rijeka 

By car: Travellers heading from Zagreb (150 km) should take the A1 to Bosiljevo and then take the A6 to Rijeka. 
Portions of the A6 is a 4-6 lane motorway. Travellers from Trieste (72 km) should take a local road toward 
Slovenia ( border crossing Pasjak-Pese) and then the A7 upon entering Croatia toward Rijeka center.  Travellers 
from Split (380 km) can take A1 to Zuta Lovka and then proceed via Senj and Crikvenica to Rijeka. 

By plane: There are regular bus services from Zagreb Airport to Rijeka and vice versa. Zagreb Pleso Prijevoz is 

the company that organizes van transport between the city of Rijeka (departure from Jelacic Square) and 

Zagreb Airport. It is necessary to book your seat at plesoprijevoz@plesoprijevoz.hr from Zagreb to Rijeka, or  at 

+385-51-330207, +385-51-336757 or  rjkto@croatiaairlines.hr from Rijeka to Zagreb.  One-way ticket price is 

180 kn ( approx. 24 EUR). Departure from Rijeka is at 5 a.m. Departure from Zagreb Airport is at 3:30 p.m. 

For more information please visit: http://www.plesoprijevoz.hr/index.html  

By bus: You can reach Rijeka from Zagreb bus station by a regular bus connection. Upon arriving at Zagreb 

Airport there is a Shuttle to Zagreb Bus Station that leaves every 30 minutes and the cost is approx. 4 EUR ( no 

reservation needed). A taxi can also be taken at Zagreb Airport  to reach Zagreb Bus Station. A bus to Rijeka 

leaves frequently, and the trip takes  2 hrs and 30 minutes. The ticket is bought at the Bus Station prior to 

leaving or earlier, and the cost is approximately 24 EUR.  

The bus terminal in Rijeka is in the city centre at the foot of the imposing Capuchin church, on Trg Žabica. You 

can find good information on timetable and fares at the Autotrans office (which also sells tickets), at Žabica 1 

or their website:  https://www.autotrans.hr/en-us/home.  

Taxi: Rijeka has a cheap and well organized Taxi service, they will get you anywhere in the city for 
approximately €10 or less. In the centre of the town there are three taxi terminals, at the Bus station, tel. +385 
51 335 138; in the Matije Gupca Street, tel. +385 51 335 417.  

Taxi Adria  tel. +385 51 301 301  
Taxi Rijeka  tel: +385 91 516 5236  

 

 



 
 

Accommodation  

Participants have to make their own travel and accommodation arrangements. However, we are happy to 
provide you information for finding suitable accommodation during your stay in Rijeka . We have selected for 
you several good value hotels within walking distance from the venue of the Conference, and you can easily 
and conveniently make your booking online. The below hotels are also available with special rates through the 
online booking system.  
 

1. Grand Hotel Bonavia**** 

Dolac 4 
51 000 Rijeka 
Phone: +385 51 357 100 
Fax: +385 51 335 969 
 

Location: in the very centre of the city, a 3 minute walk from the conference venue.  

Single rooms – bed and breakfast 

App. Rate: Euro 99  per room per day 

Double rooms – bed and breakfast 

App. Rate: Euro 123  per room per day 

Additional meal: Euro 19,00 

The tourist tax is not included in the price, the amount is kn 7,00 (1 Euro) per person per day. 

The hotel invoice will be settled directly at the hotel Front office upon departure. 

 

Reservations are made directly at  sales@bonavia.hr 

 

2. Best Western Hotel Jadran**** 

Šetalište XIII Divizije 46 
51 000 Rijeka 
Phone: +385/51/ 494-010 
Fax: +385/51/ 216-458 
www.jadran-hoteli.hr  
 
Location: at the seaside, a 15 minute walk from the City Hall. 

Single rooms 1/1, B&B   

App. Rate: Euro 97     

Double rooms 1/2  B&B  

 



 
 
App. Rate: Euro 114 

Additional meal 90kn ( Euro 12,00) 

The tourist tax is not included in the price, the amount is 7,00+1 kn per person per day. 

 

 

3. Hotel Continental*** 

Šetalište Andrije Kačića Miošića 1 
51 000 Rijeka 
Phone: +385 51 372 008 
Fax: +385 51 372 009 
www.jadran-hoteli.hr  
 

Location: in the centre of the city, a 10 minute walk from the City Hall 

Single rooms 1/1, B&B   
App. Rate:  Euro 72     
Double rooms 1/2  B&B  
App. Rate: Euro 90 
Additional meal 75 kn ( Euro 10,20) 
The tourist tax is not included in the price, the amount is 7,00+1 kn per person per day. 
 

Reservations for the Best Western Hotel Jadran and the Hotel Continental are made directly to Mrs. Tina Ružić, 

at tina.ruzic@jadran-hoteli.hr 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 
 

 

Note: 

Please have in mind that the Croatian Kuna is the official currency in Croatia; exchange rate is  

1 EUR = 7, 55 EUR 

 

For more information you can contact: 

Mrs. Suzana Belošević Romac                      Mrs. Ivana Stijelja 
Tel. +385 51 209 687                                                                         Tel. +385 51 209 695 

suzana.belosevic@rijeka.hr            ivana.stijelja@rijeka.hr 
 
 


